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Proofing software is an easiest and most effective way to proof your files. This tool helps you to
proof your files, design and images. Online proofing tool is used by various industries, like IT,
Printing, Construction, Press, etc. The main benefit of using this software is that it supports almost
all file formats, user can upload any file format and send this file to their client for approval. This tool
is compatible with all operating systems and web browsers, so user can easily use this for his
business. With the help of this tool multiple people from different parts of the world can review a
proof simultaneously or separately. There are various online proofing tools available online which
are used by different industries. Let's discuss how various industries use this tool for their business.

1).	IT Industries: In IT industries mostly web designers uses proofing software for the approval of
their designs. Some years ago, designers were sending their design through emails. And next day
their clients checks that email and then reply to that email. This process is very lengthy, time
consuming and confusing process. But nowadays, proofing tools are available online which make
this process very simple and easy. To do this, web designers have to do just 3 easy steps to
prepare their file for proofing. Firstly they have to upload their file then mark comments and add
notes. After that they share reviews and receive comments from their clients.

2).	Printing Industry: Proofing software is very essential for printing companies. They mostly design
various things. Like business cards, flex, pamphlets and many more. So, for the approval of their
designs, they uses proofing tool. They upload their design and send it to their client. If client want
any changes, they mark comments on that and sends back to them. This process is simple and
saves lots of time. Maximum printing industries prints their orders in bulk, so in case if any confusion
occurs, then it can cause a huge loss. And that loss also includes material, money, resources and
time. So, proofing tool helps them to remove confusion.

3).	Real Estate Industry: Real estate industry also uses proofing software for their business. This
industry needs flyers and brochure for their business. So, when they design these from web design
or any other company. Designers send a sample of flyers and brochures to them. Here proofing
software help them to save their time and allow them to mark any change in the design if they want
to change the existing design.

4).	Construction Industries: Construction industry also comes in those companies who using proofing
tool for the growth of their business. In Construction Company, when these companies want to
approve the design of map, home or any other building they construct for their clients. Then they
need proofing tool, to proof their design and to save their time.

So this explains that various types of industries uses online proofing tool to grow their business and
earn more and more profit.
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a ProofMini is a a online proofing tool which is used by various industries like web design company,
printing press and many more. 
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